
 

Lake Bin el Ouidane 
Fishing Advice 

BAIT 

Maize has been used by most anglers on BEO for a number of years. The carp simply love it, its 
cheap and can be prepared by our guides ready for use or you can prepare it yourself. We provide 
all the required cooking equipment for anglers to prepare their own maize in bulk..

We have noticed that those preparing the maize properly have better results than those that don't. 
So please soak the maize for a number of days and boil for many hours until it's cracked and 
'very soft’.


Many anglers choose to bring liquids to flavour their maize, this has worked very well. Scopexs, 
molasses, fish oils, Maple, sweeteners etc have all done well


Boilies 

We spent much time at the start, putting together a quality mix for a boillie that we now roll fresh 
to clients orders each day.   You order on the day and we deliver the very next morning.


This is a high quality premium fishmeal, bought fresh directly from a Moroccan supplier that 
produces and exports to Europe.


This Fishmeal is used at a rate of 50% along with a number of other quality ingredients and a 
premium fish oil.


So far this bait has out fished any bait bought over from Europe, we strongly advise people to not 
waste baggage money bringing your own bait.


We have large 3 rolling machines, and can roll baits in a number of sizes and quantity to your 
orders.


The results from our own baits have been incredible, we cut no corners with this bait and have 
taken much pride in getting it perfect.The monthly results speak for themselves…………


Atlas Boillies €6 A Kilo 

Pop ups etc, please bring any pop ups or special hook baits you prefer. Oils liquids etc have all 
worked well recently...


MAINLINE 

This is often a personal choice, some prefer braid whilst others use a nylon. 


Personally I've never favoured braid, the undercurrents and drag from winds sweeping across the 
lake have made life difficult when using braid in the past.


I have also found braid tends to collect small clay particles that are present in the water, more so 
than Nylon. Braid left out for 24hours on BEO starts to look like rope.  However some guys swear 
by braid and have done very well.


The two Nylons I have used for many years are- GR60 IN 15LB/ BEREKELY BIG GAME IN 15LB

Choose a reliable strong nylon that you have confidence in, but go no less than 15lb breaking 
strain.




LEADERS 

We would highly recommend the use of a strong leader.


There are a number of areas of the lake that have a rocky lake bed, these areas produce large 
numbers of fish so it's worth having a leader that will allow you to fish over rocks when required.


We suggest a strong 30-50lb fluorocarbon, lead-core, or quicksilver leader.


Again this very much a personal choice how you fish your leaders, but we use a long 20m leader 
of 40lb SEAGUAR OR GARDNER MIRAGE FLUOROCARBON. Whatever you choose, please 
make sure you have a leader of some description to protect the last few meters of your set up..


REELS 
 
Any decent big pit reels will work, although occasionally you might have to fish at distance, mostly 
the fishing is relatively medium to close distance, and your average carp reel will be sufficient 
enough. 


It's a massive lake, however this does not mean you have to fish at crazy distances.


LEADS 
 
We are in the process of setting up lead production on the lake but until then, we would suggest 
4oz and bigger. 


Anything less that 4oz might be at risk of dragging under winds and line tow.


We use a 6oz inline flat pear lead, or a gripper inline lead. Swivel leads etc are all perfect. These 
fish are not pressured so please do not over think rigs.


Try to fish your lead systems so they drop on the run, the lake bed can be rocky and getting the 
fish up in the water asap helps your success rate of runs to fish safely netted.


If you run out of leads, many guys use rocks, these work as any lead would, they are free, and 
there is no shortage of rocks around the lake!


A simple lead clip with an elastic band or a slice of an inner tube works ideally for these rocks.


MARKERS 

GPS is favoured by many, however a basic water bottle anchored to a rock, and a light line works 
perfectly.


Try attaching reflective tape to your water bottles to pick them out at night with head torches 
whilst placing baits.


Keep the rocks used to anchor the marker quite heavy, as often you'll find your makers have 
disappeared…


Hblocks markers, are overpriced and rarely perform as they are designed to.




RIGS 

Keep your rigs simple and strong.


Again there is no need to overcomplicate your rig set ups, most of these fish have never been 
caught and are in no way pressured, but strong terminal tackle is essential as these fish fight like 
crazy from a boat!


HOOKS - keep the Hooks sharp and fish any decent large strong hook. I use a Nash Twister size 
2, sharpened to be as sharp as possible.


HOOK-LINK - again keep hook-links strong, and reliable. 25-35lb coated braids etc


Personally I use Atomic Jel E Wyre, in 25lb/35lb this has never let me down.


Most sets ups work, the key to success on BEO is finding the depths the fish are feeding, as well 
as location and good baiting to hold the shoals as they pass through your swim. 


If you have numbers of fish in the area, its essential to hold them with regular moderate baiting, 
instead off just overfeeding. 


It can often take a few days for the carp to find you, especially if you are fishing a new area or a 
swim that hasn't been fished. I would suggest giving a swim at least two to three days before 
moving.


However once fish find you, the action can be hectic day and night, as long as you fish wisely and 
can hold the fish in the area with a good approach to baiting. If you prefer casting from the bank, 
we have a number of areas that are suitable for this, not all fishing on the lake is done by using 
boats to drop rigs or play fish, its can be fished easily from the bank-side.


